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Abstract

We propose an automatic method to enforce trace properties on programs. The programmer specifies the property separately from the program; a program transformer takes the program and the property and automatically produces another "equivalent" program satisfying the property. This separation of concerns makes the program easier to develop and maintain. Our approach is both static and dynamic. It integrates static analyses in order to avoid useless transformations. On the other hand, it never rejects programs but adds dynamic checks when necessary. An important challenge is to make this dynamic enforcement as inexpensive as possible. The most obvious application domain is the enforcement of security policies. In particular, a potential use of the method is the securization of mobile code upon receipt.

1 Motivation and approach

Programming can be seen as the task of implementing a collection of properties (the specification). Let us focus on two problems the programmer may face in this task.

- **The expressivity problem.** Available programming languages make some properties very difficult to implement. There are no suitable abstractions to represent them and their implementation is scattered throughout the program. Security or robustness properties are two striking examples. Enforcing such properties may involve inserting checks all over the program.

- **The correctness problem.** Two kinds of approaches have been considered to prove/ensure that a program satisfies a property. Static approaches such as formal program derivation, disciplines of programming (e.g. enforced by a type system or a domain-specific language), and static program analyses can ensure properties without any runtime penalty. However, they are either very costly, dedicated to a specific property, or reject perfectly correct programs without returning any useful feedback. Dynamic (or system) approaches, such as monitors or security kernels, enforce the property based on some kind of state machine that evolves and checks the property in parallel with program execution. The main drawback of this approach is its runtime cost.

In this paper, we advocate another approach, reminiscent of aspect-oriented programming [11], that overcomes the expressivity and correctness problems for a particular class of properties.

The property is expressed separately from the program at a specification level. A program transformer takes the program and the property, and automatically produces another "equivalent" program respecting the property. The transformed program is equivalent to the original program except for inputs for which the source program violates the property. In this case, the transformed program produces an exception and stops. An important challenge is to make this dynamic enforcement as inexpensive as possible. In particular, if we are able to detect statically that the source program satisfies the property, then no transformation should be done.

A particularity of our proposal is that it combines a static and a dynamic approach. It integrates static analyses in order to avoid unnecessary runtime cost. On the other hand, it does not reject programs but adds dynamic checks when necessary. Another significant feature is its flexibility: programmers can specify their own properties in a declarative way.

We consider here safety properties expressed on the execution traces of programs. The most obvious application domain is the enforcement of security policies. Many security policies can be specified as properties on traces. Let us cite, for example, access-control models such as the high-water-mark model, or the Chinese wall policy [1]. Clearly, other kinds of properties, such as some safety or robustness properties, can be expressed as trace properties.

A potential use of the method is the securization of mobile code upon receipt. Standard byte code contains enough structure and information to make the application of our method realistic. The benefit of such a just-in-time transformation is that it could be done according to customized security properties. This could be seen as a flexible and simple alternative to proof-carrying code [16] for the class of properties considered here.

2 Overview

Roughly speaking, we start with a program $P$, and a trace property $T$ and produce a transformed program $\text{Trans}[P,T]$. 

respecting $T$. If the execution trace of $(P, \sigma_0)$ (the source program with some initial store) respects the property then $(\text{Trans}[P, T], \sigma_0)$ yields the same results. Otherwise, $(\text{Trans}[P, T], \sigma_0)$ produces an exception and stops just before violating the property. In fact, we also take as input a function $E$ mapping instructions of $P$ to events of interest. This function is the formal link between the program and the property that is expressed on these events. Figure 1 presents a simple example where the events of interest m, a, c are calls to the procedures manager, account, and critical. The property $T$, expressed as a regular expression, requires that events m and a take place before each event c. That is to say, a critical action cannot take place before the clearance of the manager and the accountant (segregation of duties). The source program may violate this property whenever the first conditional is false. The transformed program, where two assignments and a conditional have been inserted, respects the property (i.e. aborts whenever the property is about to be violated).

Our approach comprises seven phases.

1. **Property encoding.** We consider only safety properties; (i.e. properties stating that no “bad thing” happens). Liveness properties (“good things” do happen) cannot be dynamically enforced ([18], [19]). A safety (or enforceable) property can be characterized by a set of disallowed finite executions. We restrict ourselves to regular safety properties (i.e. the set of disallowed executions is regular). The language to express such properties can be based on logic (e.g. LTL [4] or WS1S [13]) or regular expressions. The important point for us is that the property can be encoded by a finite state automaton. The language recognized by the automaton will be the set of all authorized partial traces of events.

2. **Program annotation.** The first phase is to locate and annotate the events of interest in the program. These events can be assignments to specific variables, calls to specific methods, opening of files, etc. All irrelevant instructions are associated with the dummy event *. A key constraint is that a program instruction is associated with only one event. This is easy to ensure when events are specified based solely on the program syntax (e.g. the function $E$ in Figure 1). But, one would also like to express properties on “semantic” events such as “$x$ is assigned the value $0$”. In general, one cannot decide statically whether an assignment $x := e$ will generate this event or not. In order to take semantic events into account, the program must be transformed beforehand. For that example, each assignment $x := e$ could be transformed into if $e = 0$ then $x := e$ else $x := e$ so that instructions are associated with a single event. It is always possible to insert such tests automatically; the real challenge for this phase is to avoid inserting spurious tests. For that reason, such pre-transformations must rely on static program analyses.

3. **Program abstraction.** The program is abstracted into a graph whose nodes denote program points and edges represent instructions. This phase makes the core of the approach independent of the programming language. In this paper, we concentrate on control-flow graphs and trace properties. Other abstractions can be accommodated without changing the core of the approach. In order to produce a precise abstraction, this phase may rely on a static analysis (e.g. a control-flow analysis). The important point is that the set of actual traces (restricted to events) is a subset of the traces generated by the graph (i.e. the abstraction is safe). For the sake of clarity, the technical part of the paper is presented with simple (intraprocedural) graphs. The extension to interprocedural (or context-free) graphs is outlined in Section 4. We mention in Section 5.2 another abstraction (call graphs) where new properties (stack properties), which would not be regular over standard traces, can be expressed.

4. **Direct instrumentation.** The next phase is to transform the graph in order to remove from its set of partial traces those forbidden by the automaton. A natural idea would be to consider the program graph as an automaton and express the transformation as a product of automata followed by optimizations. This idea is not satisfactory for two reasons. Firstly, since the objective is to map the transformed graph back to a program, the
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Note that this code will be transformed by subsequent phases before the compiler gets a chance to transform it back to $x := e$.
representation must remain as close as possible to the source graph. Secondly, while intraprocedural graphs are similar to automata, this is not the case when interprocedural control-flow is taken into account.

We choose to represent the integration of an automaton into a program graph by an instrumented graph or I-graph. A I-graph is a graph equipped with additional structures (states and transition functions) to mimic the automaton execution. We begin by a direct instrumentation that is optimized by the two subsequent phases.

5. Minimization. The direct instrumentation is first specialized to the program. This phase involves computing the set of reachable states for each node (this may avoid inserting useless checks in the program later on) and a transformation similar to the standard automaton minimization.

6. Erasing. The erasing phase transforms the minimized I-graph in order to turn as many transitions as possible into the identity function. This phase involves several static analyses: choosing the transitions to erase, finding a new numbering of states, and computing the new I-graph. Erasing reduces the number of state evolutions during the execution (i.e. the number of assignments that would be inserted in an imperative program).

7. Concretization. The optimized I-graph must be turned into a program. It is still very close to the source program: its nodes and edges represents program points and instructions. Like the abstraction, the concretization is language dependent. In any case, one needs a way to store, fetch, and test a value (the automaton state) without affecting the source program. One also need a way to abort the program. In languages with side-effects, this can be done by local transformations (e.g. inserting assignments, conditionals). In a pure functional language, it would involve a global transformation in order to thread the automaton state throughout the execution.

In this extended abstract, we focus on the core of the method, that is to say, Phases 4, 5, and 6 (Section 3). Section 4 is devoted to the extension of the abstract framework to the interprocedural case. In Section 5, we present, independently of a particular programming language, the important properties that the abstraction (Phase 3) and the concretization (Phase 7) must satisfy in order to ensure the correctness of the global transformation. Phases 1 and 2 are not described any further.

Many of our definitions, functions, or transformations are relative to structures (automaton, graph, I-graph) left implicit in notations. The transformations deal with a single structure and no confusion should arise.

3 Abstract framework
The abstract framework allows us to define our approach in a generic way. We start by presenting the abstract representations of programs, properties, and transformed programs. We proceed by the description of the three steps leading to the optimized instrumented graph.
3.1 Abstract representations

Trace properties as automata. We represent a trace property by a finite state automaton \( A = (Q, q_0, A, \Sigma, \delta) \) where \( Q \) is a finite set of states, \( q_0 \) the initial state, \( A \) the set of final (accepting) states, \( \Sigma \) the alphabet made of events, and \( \delta \) the transition function. Any string which does not violate the property is accepted by the automaton. In practice, this implies that all states will be final except a single, trap state. As soon as this trap state is reached, the property is violated and the automaton will remain in this state.

The set of event strings verifying the property is defined by
\[
\mathcal{L}(A) = \{w \in \Sigma^* \mid \delta(q_0, w) \in A\}
\]
where, as is common, the transition function \( \delta \) has been extended from letters to strings.

Figure 2a presents the automaton derived from property \( T \) of Figure 1. A transition with the dummy event \( * \) has been added for each state. Whenever the property is violated, the automaton goes and remains, in the trap state \( q_4 \).

Programs as graphs. We represent a program as a rooted graph \( \mathcal{G} = (V, v_0, E) \). Intuitively, vertices (\( V \)) represent program points, whereas edges (\( E \subseteq V \times \Sigma \times N \times V \)) represent instructions generating events of interest (\( \Sigma \)). We say that an edge \( (v, a, k, v') \) or \( u = \frac{a_k}{v} v' \) generates the annotated event \( a_k \); the integer \( k \) serves to identify the instruction producing the event. We extend the notation to paths and write \( v \xrightarrow{w} v' \) for a path from \( v \) to \( v' \) generating the string of annotated events \( w \in (\Sigma \times N)^* \). The set of all partial traces generated by a graph \( \mathcal{G} \) is defined as
\[
\mathcal{T}(\mathcal{G}) = \{w \in (\Sigma \times N)^* \mid \exists v \in V, v_0 \xrightarrow{w} v\}
\]
We write \( \overline{w} \) for the string of events obtained by getting rid of the integers in \( w \).

Figure 2b presents the rooted graph derived from the program \( P \) of Figure 1. Control-flow edges corresponding to irrelevant instructions bear the dummy event \( * \).

Transformed programs as I-graphs. Given a graph \( \mathcal{G} \) (i.e. an abstract program) and an automaton \( A \) (i.e. a trace property) sharing the same event set \( \Sigma \), we seek to derive a new graph which generates the same set of partial traces as \( \mathcal{G} \) except those invalidated by the automaton. The integration of an automaton in a graph is represented by an instrumented graph (or I-graph).

A I-graph \( I = (\mathcal{G}, R, v_0, \gamma, S) \) is made of a graph \( \mathcal{G} \), a set of states \( R \), an initial state \( r_0 \in R \), a collection of final states sets \( S = \{A_\nu \subseteq R \mid v \in V\} \), and a transition function \( \gamma : (\Sigma \times N) \to R \to R \). We write \( \gamma_e \) (instead of \( \gamma(e) \)) for the transition function associated with the annotated event \( e \).

The instrumented graph encodes the states and the transitions of the automaton. Each graph node is equipped with a set of final states (accepting states) and each annotated event comes with a transition function which will make the automaton state evolve according to the event.

The set of partial traces of the I-graph \( I \) is defined as
\[
\mathcal{T}(I) = \{\bar{w} \in (\Sigma \times N)^* \mid \exists v \in V, v_0 \xrightarrow{w} v \wedge \gamma_{\bar{w}}(r_0) \in A_v\}
\]
where the transition function \( \gamma \) has been extended to strings
\[
(\gamma_{\bar{w}} = \gamma_0 \circ \gamma_w).
\]

**Definition 1** An instrumented graph \( I = (\mathcal{G}, R, r_0, \gamma, S) \) is said to enforce the automaton \( A \) iff
\[
\mathcal{T}(I) = \{w \in \mathcal{T}(\mathcal{G}) \mid \bar{w} \in \mathcal{L}(A)\}
\]

3.2 The direct instrumentation

The direct instrumentation of a graph \( \mathcal{G} \) and an automaton \( A \) takes the set of states of \( A \) as its set of states, the initial state of \( A \) as its initial state, the set of final states of \( A \) as the set of accepting states for each node, and associates each edge with the transition function of \( A \) specialized to the edge event. Formally, \( I^d = (\mathcal{G}, Q, q_0, \gamma, S) \) with:
- \( S = \{A_v \mid v \in V\} \)
- \( \gamma = \lambda e, \lambda s. \delta(s) \)

It is easy to check that the direct instrumentation enforces \( A \) (Definition 1).

Figure 2c presents the direct instrumentation of the previous graph and automaton. Edges are decorated by a transition table and nodes by a set of states where accepting (final) states are underlined.

This solution can be seen as a transformation-based implementation of system kernel approach. Each event of interest involves a state transition of the underlying automaton. For an imperative program, this would mean an assignment and a test before each program instruction generating an event. It is obviously much more costly than necessary. We focus now on optimizations of the direct instrumentation.

3.3 Minimization

The automaton specifies a general property independently of programs. A program may obey the property and no transformation is needed in this case. So, the first step is to specialize the automaton to the program. We compute, using a standard fix-point iteration, the set of reachable states at each program point:
\[
\forall v \in V \quad \text{reach}(v) = \{\gamma_w(r_0) \mid v_0 \xrightarrow{w} v\}
\]

Detecting that the trap state cannot be reached at a program point permits to save a test.

We can now minimize the underlying automaton. This idea is similar to the standard automaton minimization: if the language recognized starting from two states is the same then the states can be merged. In our case, such a language is the set of authorized partial traces starting from a node \( v \) in a state \( R \). This language is written \( \mathcal{T}(I[v, r \mapsto v_0, r_0]) \) where \( I[v, r \mapsto v_0, r_0] \) is the instrumented graph \( I \) where the root has been changed to \( v \) and the initial state to \( r \). Two states reachable at node \( v \) are considered equivalent (and can be merged) if the language generated starting from \( v \) is the same for both states. Formally,
\[
r_1 \xrightarrow{\Xi_v} r_2 \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \mathcal{T}(I[v, r_1 \mapsto v_0, r_0]) = \mathcal{T}(I[v, r_2 \mapsto v_0, r_0])
\]

The relation \( \Xi_v \) is an equivalence relation and we write \( \text{class}_I^v(r) \) for the equivalence class of \( r \). Given an instrumented graph \( I \), its minimization is written \( I^m \) with \( I^m = (\mathcal{G}, R^m, r_0^m, \gamma^m, S^m) \) and:
- \( R^m = \bigcup_{v \in V} \{\text{class}_I^v(r) \mid r \in \text{reach}(v)\} \)

\[ r_0^m = \text{class}_{\mathcal{I}}^m(r_0) \]

\[ S^m = \{ A_v^m \mid v \in V \} \quad \text{with} \quad A_v^m = \{ \text{class}_{\mathcal{I}}^m(r) \mid r \in A_v \cap \text{reach}(v) \} \]

\[ \forall v \xrightarrow{r} v' \in E, \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), \quad \gamma_v^m(\text{class}_{\mathcal{I}}^m(r)) = \text{class}_{\mathcal{I}}^m(\gamma_v(r)) \]

The states are now the equivalence classes of reachable states, the new initial state is the equivalence class of the initial state, the new final states are the equivalence classes of the reachable final states, and, for each edge \( v \xrightarrow{r} v' \), the transition function maps the equivalent class of each reachable state \( r \) in \( v \) to the equivalent class of \( \gamma_v(r) \) in \( v' \).
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**Figure 3: Minimization**

The minimization of the \( \mathcal{I} \)-graph of Figure 2c is presented in Figure 3. The states \( q_2 \) and \( q_3 \) have been merged at node \( v_4 \) (all traces starting from \( v_4 \) in the state \( q_2 \) or \( q_3 \) are authorized). They are represented by the single state written \( \{ q_2, q_3 \} \).

The minimization process does not change the semantics of a \( \mathcal{I} \)-graph.

**Property 2** For all instrumented graph \( \mathcal{I} \), \( \mathcal{T}(\mathcal{I}) = \mathcal{T}(\mathcal{I}^m) \)

As for automata minimization, the minimal \( \mathcal{I} \)-graph is unique up to isomorphism. After minimization, each node of the instrumentation of a graph obeying the property will have a single reachable state. But the main benefit of minimization is to make the next transformation more effective and to lead to optimal instrumentations (see Property 5).

### 3.4 Transition erasing

Transitions associated with edges represent the evolution of states and will entail new code to be introduced in the program (e.g. assignments in an imperative program). We now strive to associate as many edges as possible with the identity function. We call this transformation transition erasing.

Let us take a few basic examples to illustrate the idea of erasing.

![Diagram](image2.png)

All the transitions on the original (left) \( \mathcal{I} \)-graph can be replaced by identity transitions. In order to keep the same language of traces, accepting states must be changed (see, for example, the node \( v_4 \)). Also, some states may have to be added at a node (e.g. both states 0 and 1 at node \( v_5 \) in the right \( \mathcal{I} \)-graph represents 1 in the left one). This erasing of transitions can be done for any tree shaped graph.

The same idea can also be applied to other types of graphs, as the following example shows.

![Diagram](image3.png)

The two transitions are equal and it is not necessary to distinguish the two paths. Both transitions can be erased simultaneously.

Of course, not every transition can be erased.

![Diagram](image4.png)

In this case, we may choose to erase the left or the right transition, but not both.

In general, we cannot erase transitions when two paths from the same node \( v \) to the same node \( v' \) map the same state \( r \) to two different states \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \). If one associates every edge of these paths with the identity transition, there is no way to differentiate \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) at \( v' \) anymore. This would be incorrect since the languages \( \mathcal{T}(\mathcal{I}[v', r_1 \rightarrow v_0, r_0]) \) and \( \mathcal{T}(\mathcal{I}[v', r_2 \rightarrow v_0, r_0]) \) might be different. Actually, after minimization, these languages must be different. This is

Typically, this case occurs for the control flow of conditionals and loops.
the reason why minimization improves the suppression of transitions. Without it, we would not suppress transition functions in the above case even when it is perfectly correct to do so (i.e., when $T(I[v', r_1] \rightarrow v_0, r_0) = T(I[v', r_2] \rightarrow v_0, r_0)$).

The notion of free set of edges formalizes the previous remarks.

**Definition 3** A set $F \subseteq E$ is said to be free for $I = (G, R, r_0, \gamma, S)$ if:

$$\forall v \xrightarrow{u_1} v', \forall v \xrightarrow{u_2} v' \in F^*, \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), \gamma_u(r) = \gamma_{u_2}(r)$$

Every edge belonging to a free set can be associated with the identity transition function. We postpone the discussion about the computation of a free set to the end of this section. For now, we assume that we have a free set $F$ and we describe how to transform $I$ into an equivalent instrumentation $I'$ when each edge in $F$ is associated with the identity transition.

The transformation relies on a function $\Gamma$ mapping the states of $I$ to set of states of $I'$. A state $r$ at a node $v$ of $I$ will be represented by the set of nodes $\Gamma(v, r)$ in $I'$. For example, if two paths of $F^*$ reach the node $v$ with state $r$ in $I$ then both paths will reach the node $v$ with states (not necessarily the same) belonging to $\Gamma(v, r)$.

The function $\Gamma$ is defined using constraints. First, since we want to turn transitions into identity, the set representing a state $r$ in a node $v$ must be included in the sets representing the image of $r$ by these transitions.

$$\forall v \xrightarrow{u} v' \in F, \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), \Gamma(v, r) \subseteq \Gamma(v', \gamma_u(r))$$ (1)

Second, the function $\Gamma$ should not introduce state confusion. If $r_1$ and $r_2$ are different states at a node $v$ in $I$ then their representations in $I'$ must be disjoint.

$$\forall v \in V, \forall r_1, r_2 \in \text{reach}(v), \quad r_1 \neq r_2 \Rightarrow \Gamma(v, r_1) \cap \Gamma(v, r_2) = \emptyset$$ (2)

This is not yet sufficient since the function $\Gamma(v, r) = \emptyset$ for all $v$ and $r$ would be a solution. Each state of a node $v$ in $I$ must have at least one image in the states of $v$ in $I'$. This is achieved by choosing a default value $c_{v, r}$ for each $\Gamma(v, r)$.

$$\forall v \in V, \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), \exists c_{v, r} \in \Gamma(v, r)$$ (3)

The smallest function $\Gamma$ respecting the constraint (1) can be computed by a fix-point iteration. If we take a set of initial values $c_{v, r}$ such that $(v, r) \neq (v', r') \Rightarrow c_{v, r} \neq c_{v', r'}$, then no state confusion can occur and constraint (2) will be verified.

Given a function $\Gamma$, a $I$-graph $I$ is transformed into $I' = (G, R', r_0', \gamma', S')$ with:

- $R' = \{ c_{v, r} \mid v \in V, r \in \text{reach}(v) \}$
- $r_0' = c_{v_0, r_0}$
- $\forall v \xrightarrow{u} v' \in F, \gamma'_v = \text{Id} / v$
- $\forall v \xrightarrow{u} v' \not\in F, \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), \forall r' \in \Gamma(v, r), \gamma'_v(r') = c_{v', \gamma_u(r)}$
- $S' = \bigcup_{v \in V} \{ A'_v \}$ with $A'_v = \bigcup_{r \in \text{reach}(v) \cap \Gamma} \Gamma(v, r)$

The states are now the values $c_{v, r}$, the initial state of $I'$ is the default representation of the initial state of $I$. The transition functions are the identity for edges of the free set. Otherwise, they map a state $r$ in node $v$ to the default value $c_{v', \gamma_u(r)}$. The final states of $I'$ are the union of the representations of the reachable final states of nodes of $I$.

Erasing the minimal instrumented graph of Figure 3 is presented in Figure 4. The chosen free set of edges is $\{ m_1, m_3, m_5, a_7, c_8 \}$. Only two transitions remain on the resulting instrumentation (compared to six before).

Figure 4: Erasing

Erasing does not change the semantics of an instrumented graph.

**Property 4** For all instrumented graph $I$, $T(I) = T(I')$

This transformation can be applied to optimize any instrumented graph. In our approach, we apply it after minimization of the direct instrumentation; the result of our transformation chain is then $T^{*v}$. We pointed out before that minimization improves erasing. In fact, it entails a stronger result.

**Property 5** For all instrumented graphs $I$ and $I'$,

$$T(I') = T(I') \Rightarrow \{ e \mid \gamma_e = \text{Id} \}$$

This property is an optimality result. If $I'$ is an optimal instrumentation (i.e. it maximizes the number of identity transitions) equivalent to $I$, Property 5 tells us that it can be obtained by choosing a maximal free set of the minimization of $I$. Unfortunately, computing maximal free sets is an NP-complete problem (3-SAT can be encoded into it). An effective heuristics is to pick any spanning tree of the graph. Such a set of edges is guaranteed to be a free set (there
3.5 Space optimization

A key step in the erasing transformation is the choice of default values \( c_{v,r} \) for the function \( \Gamma \). The choice made in the previous section is safe but may make \( T' \) have more states than necessary. This step is formalized by equation (3). A bad choice of these default values may entail that no function \( \Gamma \) respecting the constraints (1) and (2) exists. In order to ensure that a solution exists, the propagation of the default values during the computation of \( \Gamma \) should not lead to the violation of constraint (2). A necessary and sufficient condition is:

\[
\forall r_1, r_2 \in \text{reach}(v_1), \forall r_3 \in \text{reach}(v_2), \forall v_1 \xrightarrow{w_1} v, v_2 \xrightarrow{w_2} v \in F^*, \gamma(w_1(r_1)) \neq \gamma(w_2(r_2)) \Rightarrow c_{v_1,r_1} \neq c_{v_2,r_2}
\]

Finding default values respecting this condition amounts to coloring an undirected graph whose set of nodes is

\[
\{(v, r) \mid v \in V, r \in \text{reach}(v)\}
\]

and where two nodes \((v_1, r_1)\) and \((v_2, r_2)\) are connected if:

\[
\exists v \in V, v_1 \xrightarrow{w_1} v, v_2 \xrightarrow{w_2} v \in F^* \land \gamma(w_1(r_1)) \neq \gamma(w_2(r_2))
\]

This graph can be computed by a fix-point iteration. Figure 5 presents such a graph whose colorization is used by the \( L \)-graph of Figure 4. Compared to the simple choice presented in Section 3.4, finding a good coloring reduces the number of states of the instrumented graph dramatically. For transformed programs, it means that less space is needed to store transition tables.

4 Context-free graphs

Modeling procedure calls and returns by standard edges is a crude approximation of the actual traces. In order to represent faithfully the control flow of realistic languages, we introduce the notion of context-free graphs or cf-graphs.

We describe how the steps of the preceding section are adapted to take into account this more general form of graph.

Program abstract representation. A cf-graph \( G_{cf} = (V, v_0, E, \text{Ret}, C) \) is a graph along with a new set of nodes \((\text{Ret} \subset V)\) representing returns and a new set of arrows \((C \subset V \times V \times V)\) representing calls. A call edge \((v, f, v')\) is written \( v \xrightarrow{f} v' \), and generates no event. Intuitively, it signifies that a program point \( v \) calls \( f \) and proceeds at \( v' \) after \( f \) has returned. Return nodes (written \( \text{ret} \) below) do not have outgoing edges. They must be matched with their corresponding call.

In order to define the set of partial traces of cf-graphs, we introduce return stacks that are lists of nodes \( v_1 : \ldots : v_n : e \).

The path relation is now written \( \leadsto \) and is relative to stacks. For example, \((v, s) \leadsto (v', s')\) means that the path \( v \) is a valid execution path starting from node \( v \) with stack \( s \) and reaching node \( v' \) with stack \( s' \). The path relation is formally defined by the rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
(v, s) \leadsto (v, s) \\
(v, s) \leadsto (v', s') & \land v' \xrightarrow{e} v'' \\
(v, s) \xrightarrow{e} (v''') & \land (v, s) \leadsto (v', s') \\
(v, s) \leadsto (\text{ret}, v', s') & \land (v, s) \leadsto (v', s')
\end{align*}
\]

The set of all partial traces generated by a cf-graph \( G_{cf} \) is defined as

\[
\mathcal{T}(G_{cf}) = \{ w \mid \exists (v, s) \in V \times \text{Stack}, (v_0, e) \xrightarrow{w} (v, s) \}
\]

Direct instrumentation. The direct instrumentation is defined exactly as before. An instrumented cf-graph involves a cf-graph instead of a simple graph and call edges do not bear transitions.

Minimization. A state \( r \) is reachable at node \( v \) with stack \( s \) if there exists an execution starting from node \( v_0 \), state \( r_0 \) and the empty stack which reaches node \( v \) with stack \( s \) and state \( r \). This notion of reachability is formalized by the following definition.

\[
s\text{-reach}(v, s) = \{ \gamma(w(r_0)) \mid (v_0, e) \xrightarrow{w} (v, s) \}
\]
In order to remove useless checks, we need to compute the function \( \text{reach} \) which yields the set of reachable states for each node. This function is defined as the union of the s-reachable states for all possible stacks.

\[
\text{reach}(v) = \bigcup_{s \in V^*} s \text{-reach}(v, s)
\]

This definition does not hint at any constructive way of computing the reachable states. A possible algorithm is to compute first, for each node \( v \) and state \( r \), the set of returnable states \( \mathcal{R}(v, r) \) defined by:

\[
\mathcal{R}(v, r) = \{(\text{ret}, \gamma_v(\text{ret})) \mid (v, r) \}
\]

A pair of a return node \( \text{ret} \) and a state \( r' \) is returnable from node \( v \) and state \( r \) if there exists an execution, starting from node \( v \) and the empty stack, and reaching the return node \( \text{ret} \) with an empty stack, which maps \( r \) to \( r' \). Those sets are computed by a fix-point iteration finding the smallest solution of:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall (v, r) \in \mathcal{R}(v, r) \quad & v \xrightarrow{\gamma_v} v' \\
& (\text{ret}, r') \in \mathcal{R}(v', \gamma_v(r'))
\end{align*}
\]

Then, \( \text{reach}(v) \) can be computed by solving the following constraints (again, this can be done by a fix-point iteration):

- \( \forall r \in \text{reach}(v_0) \)
- \( \forall v \xrightarrow{\gamma_v} v' \), \( \gamma_v(\text{reach}(v)) \subseteq \text{reach}(v') \)
- \( \forall v \xrightarrow{\gamma_v} v' \), \( \text{reach}(v) \subseteq \text{reach}(f) \)
- \( \forall v \xrightarrow{\gamma_v} v' \), \( \forall r \in \text{reach}(v) \), \( (\text{ret}, r') \in \mathcal{R}(f, r) \Rightarrow r' \in \text{reach}(v') \)

Concerning the minimization itself, the problem becomes more involved. There is no notion of equivalence relation between states anymore. Even if fusion of states can be defined for instrumented cf-graphs, it may entail changes elsewhere and increase the overall number of states. The approach loses its optimality property as one cannot ensure that the minimized instrumented cf-graph is the best one for erasing.

A pragmatic and effective solution is to “partially” minimize the instrumentation. The previous minimization algorithm is applied to the underlying regular \( \mathcal{I} \)-graph (i.e. where call edges are interpreted as standard edges, and returns nodes have outgoing edges to all the nodes they may return to). This can be seen as a context insensitive minimization. Then, we proceed with the minimized instrumented cf-graph.

**Erasing.** The definition of a free set must be extended to take into account the context-free features of instrumentations.

**Definition 6** A set \( F \subseteq E \) is said to be free for the instrumented cf-graph \( \mathcal{I} = (G_{\mathcal{I}}, R, r_0, \gamma, S) \) if:

\[
\forall (v, s_1) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', s_1'), (v, s_2) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', s_2') \in F^*,
\]

\[
r \in \text{s-reach}(v, s_1) \cap \text{s-reach}(v, s_2) \Rightarrow \gamma_w(r) = \gamma_w(\text{ret})
\]

The definition is similar to definition 3 except that both paths (from \( v \) to \( v' \)) may start and end with different stacks.

As before, every edge belonging to a free set may have its transition erased. The erasing phase is almost identical to the previous case. It suffices to add two new constraints to the definition of \( \Gamma \):

- \( \forall v \xrightarrow{\gamma_v} v' \), \( \forall r \in \text{reach}(v) \), \( (v, r) \subseteq \Gamma(f, r) \)
- \( \forall v \xrightarrow{\gamma_v} v' \), \( \forall (\text{ret}, r') \in \mathcal{R}(v, r) \), \( (\text{ret}, r') \subseteq \Gamma(v', r') \)

Those constraints correspond to the constraint (1) for respectively calls and returns.

Finding an optimal free set is still an NP-complete problem. In practice, we use a heuristic similar to the one previously mentioned. We first take a spanning tree of the underlying regular \( \mathcal{I} \)-graph (as for minimization) as a free set. We then add edges as long as the set remains free. This step supposes to be able to decide whether a set is free or not (definition 6 does not help much here). In Appendix B, we present how to compute the relation \( \mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{E}(v', r') \) defined by:

\[
(v, r) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} (v', r')
\]

\[
\exists s, s', w \in F^*, (v, r) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} (v, s') \wedge (v, s') \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} (v', r')
\]

Two pairs (node, state) are related by \( \mathcal{E} \) if it is possible, starting from the first node with the first state, and following only edges of the set \( F \), to reach the second node with the second state. A set \( F \) is free iff:

\[
\forall v, r, v', r', (v, r) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} (v', r') \Rightarrow r' = r''
\]

As the formula is quantified over a finite domain, it can be tabulated. This provides an algorithm to decide whether a set is free.

5 Abstraction and Concretization

We now sketch the properties that the abstraction and the concretization have to verify in order to ensure the correctness of the approach. In section 5.1 we concentrate on control-flow abstraction and concretization. The techniques described in Section 3 apply to other abstractions as well. We mention in Section 5.2 how we might work on call graphs instead of control-flow graphs.

5.1 Control-flow graphs and trace properties

We suppose that the programming language comes with a deterministic small step operational semantics and that basic instructions are numbered (we will refer to instructions by their integer label). The SOS rules are of the form:

\[
(P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{k} (P', \sigma')
\]

where the integer \( k \) denotes the instruction reduced by the one-step rewriting. The functional operational semantics is defined by:

\[
\text{SOS}[P] \sigma = \begin{cases} 
\sigma' & \text{if } (P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{k} \sigma' \\
\text{undef} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]
where \( M_* \) denotes the transitive closure of \( \Rightarrow \) and \( w \) the execution trace as a string of integers.

The annotation phase (see Section 2) has produced a function \( \mathcal{E} : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \Sigma \) which maps basic instructions to events. Using this function, a program is abstracted into its control-flow graph \( G = \text{Abstr}(P, \mathcal{E}) \) with annotated events on edges. The safety of the abstraction is expressed by

\[
(P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} x \quad \Rightarrow \quad w \in \overline{T(G)}
\]

where \( \overline{T(G)} \) is the set of the partial traces of \( G \) reduced to strings of integers.

In the following, we write \( (P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} \perp \) to denote abstract computations, and suppose that instructions inserted by the concretization do not produce events (or produce the empty event \( e \)).

We define the concretization as a function \( \text{Con} \) which takes a program and an instrumentation and generates a new program. The function \( \text{Con} \) must verify:

\[
(P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} (P', \sigma') \land v \xrightarrow{e} v' \in E \land e = \mathcal{E}(k)
\]

\[
\forall q \in \text{reach}(v),
\]

\[
\text{if } \gamma_e(q) \in A_{v'} \text{ then}
\]

\[
(\text{Con}(I, P), st_e(q)) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} (\text{Con}(I, P'), st_e(q))
\]

\[
\text{else } (\text{Con}(I, P), st_e(q)) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} \perp
\]

The function \( st \) serves to store the state \( q \) of \( I \) in \( \sigma \), \( \gamma \) is the transition function of \( I \), and \( E \) the set of edges of \( I \). Intuitively, this condition states that \( \text{Con} \) encodes the instrumentation, but also that the state \( q \) can evolve safely (i.e. the source program does not change the state and the introduction of the state does not affect the normal execution). \( \text{Con} \) should satisfy the same constraint for rules of the form \( (P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} \sigma' \).

In order to relate source and transformed programs, we define the SOS enforcing the automaton \( A \) as:

\[
(P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} x \quad \text{where} \quad x' = \{ x \quad \text{if } \mathcal{E}(x) \in \mathcal{L}(A) \quad \perp \quad \text{otherwise}
\]

We can now express the global correctness property.

**Property 7** If \( G \) is a safe abstraction of \( P \), \( I \) an instrumentation of \( G \) enforcing the automaton \( A \), and \( \text{Con} \) a concretization that satisfies \((5)\), then:

\[
\forall \sigma, \text{SOS}[\text{Con}(I, P)]st_e(\sigma, r_0) =_{st} \text{SOS}[P]s
\]

An execution of the transformed program is equivalent to the execution of the original program in parallel with the automaton. Here, the notation \( =_{st} \) stands for the equality of stores, regardless of the variable encoding the automaton state.

As an illustration, the concretization function for the toy imperative language used in Figure 1 can be defined as:

\[
\text{Con}(I, P) = P[C_i(k)/k \in \text{instrument}(P)]
\]

with

\[
C_i(k) = \begin{cases} \text{state} := [\gamma_e][\text{state}]; & \text{if } [A_{v'}][\text{state}] = 0 \text{ then abort}; \\ k \end{cases}
\]

\[
e = \mathcal{E}(k), v \xrightarrow{e} v' \in E, \text{ state is a fresh variable, and } [\gamma_e], [A_{v'}] \text{ are constant arrays encoding transitions and sets of states.}
\]

In fact, \( C_i(k) \) does not insert the assignment if \( \gamma_e = \text{Id} \). Similarly, if \( \gamma_e(\text{reach}(v)) \subseteq A_{v'} \) the conditional is not inserted. The concretization \( \text{Con} \) can be shown to satisfy condition \((5)\) (with \( st_e(q, q) \) being implemented by assignments to \( \text{state} \) and correctness follows.

### 5.2 Call graphs and stack properties

The core of the approach (Section 3) can be applied to other abstractions and classes of properties. In particular, our technique can be used to enforce security properties defined as regular expressions over stacks. For example, this permits to express the Java (JDK 1.2) security model that is based on stack inspection. In this security mechanism, each time a critical operation is about to be performed, the programmer may request (using a special instruction) a runtime stack inspection. It checks that the permissions of the methods currently present in the return stack suffice to execute the critical operation. The constraint enforced by this inspection can be modeled as a regular expression on return stacks.

Control-flow graphs and traces cannot be used to enforce such security policies. In general, regular expressions on stacks are not regular expressions on traces. In order to use our technique for enforcing this kind of properties, it suffices to change the abstraction and concretization phases. We replace control-flow graphs by call graphs. The previous safety property was: “to any partial trace corresponds a path in the graph”. It becomes now: “to any stack corresponds a path in the graph”.

Concretization differs: it involves passing the state of the instrumentation as a new argument to every function. This technique has already been studied and proposed under the name *security passing style* [23]. The extra argument can be seen as a way of storing the current state of the instrumentation in the current frame. A method (function, procedure) call, corresponds to an edge in the call graph. Just before calling the method or when entering the method (a choice referred as caller-says vs. callee-says [22]), the new automaton state is computed as the image of the previous one by the transition corresponding to this edge. When the execution returns from a method, the frame is popped, and the previous frame (and thus state) is fetched. The store contains one automaton state per frame.

As before, our approach still optimizes the generated code by removing transitions and tests. There are also optimizations specific to call graphs: the code can be optimized further by removing useless extra parameters (technically, if \( \text{reach}(v) \) is a singleton in the minimized instrumentation).

### 6 Related Work

We focus in this section on the different approaches for enforcing properties. They can be classified in three groups: the static, dynamic, and mixed approaches. We review them in turn. We also indicate how each approach solves the problem of enforcing a specific and standard property: type safety. This is illuminating since these approaches to type safety are well-known and they have the same respective advantages and drawbacks as the general approaches.
7. Conclusion

The initial impetus of our work came from the study of Security-Oriented Programming (SOP) [11]. The goal of SOP is to provide security by integrating security aspects into the program. A static approach, such as [12,13], is responsible for checking the code and ensuring that it is free of security vulnerabilities. This is based on the idea that the code is analyzed at compile-time, and any potential security issues are identified and fixed at this stage.

A dynamic approach, such as [14], checks the runtime behavior of the program. It is more suitable for runtime security checks, as it can be performed during the execution of the program. However, it requires more resources and can be intrusive.

The combination of both static and dynamic approaches offers a more comprehensive solution. A hybrid approach integrates static analysis with dynamic monitoring to provide a more complete security solution.

References:

[12] Static Analysis
[14] Hybrid Approach
Dealing with Java byte code requires several extensions. For example, the abstraction phase must include a control flow analyzer to produce precise graphs. The approach must also take into account the fact that an applet may dynamically load new code. It remains to be seen to which extent this feature prevents optimizations.

There are other avenues for further research. For the time being, we have only considered transformations that stop the program when a violation is detected. More sophisticated forms of error handling could be considered. However, this must be tackled with care in order to keep the semantic impact of transformations under control. A longer term research is the design of a general framework for "property oriented programming" integrating static analyses with program transformations.
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Appendix A

We sketch in this appendix the proofs of the properties stated in the paper.

Let us first introduce the notion of $I$-graph morphisms.

**Definition 8** Let $I^1 = (G, R^1, r_0^1, \gamma^1, S^1)$ and $I^2 = (G, R^2, r_0^2, \gamma^2, S^2)$ be two $I$-graphs. A $I$-graph morphism $F$ is a function from $V \times R^1$ to $R^2$ verifying:

$$F_v(r_0^1) = r_0^2$$

$$\forall v \xrightarrow{w} v', E \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), F_v((\gamma^1_e(r)) = \gamma^2_e(F_v(r)))$$ (6)

$$\forall v \in V, E \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), r \in A^1_v \Rightarrow F_v(r) \in A^2_v$$ (7)

We will write $F(I^1) = I^2$.

The key property of a morphism is to keep the set of partial traces unchanged.

**Lemma 1** $T(F(I)) = T(I)$

**Proof:**

Let $I = (G, R, r_0, S)$ and $F(I) = (G, R^0, r_0^0, S^0)$. One proves by induction on $w$ using properties (6) and (7), that:

$$\forall v \xrightarrow{w} v \in E^*, \gamma^0_w(r_0^0) = F_v(\gamma_w(r_0))$$

The lemma is then a consequence of (8). □

**Proof of Property 2:**

Let us first note that

$$\forall v \xrightarrow{w} v', E \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), c_{\gamma^0_e}(\text{class}^0_e(r)) = \text{class}^0_e(\gamma_e(r))$$

defines $\gamma$ as a function. It is easy to show that the function $v, r \mapsto \text{class}^0_e(r)$ is a morphism from $I$ to $I^m$. Then, lemma 1 entails the correctness of minimization. □

**Proof of Property 4:**

Let $F$ be defined as:

$$F : v, r \mapsto r'$$

This defines a function because of the constraints (2) and (3). Furthermore, the definition of $\gamma'_{v'}$ satisfies:

$$\forall v \xrightarrow{w} v', E \forall r \in \text{reach}(v), \forall r' \in G(v, r), \gamma_e'(r') \in \text{reach}(v, \gamma_e(r))$$

It is then easy to show that $F$ is a morphism from $I^1$ to $I$ and correctness of erasing follows. □

**Lemma 2** Let $I$ and $I^1$ be two equivalent instrumentations (having the same set of traces) then, there exists a morphism from $I^1$ to $I^m$.

**Proof:**

Let $I = (G, R, r_0, S)$ and $I^1 = (G, R^1, r_0^1, S^1)$ verifying:

$$\forall v \xrightarrow{w} v \in T(G), \gamma_w(r_0) \in A_v \Rightarrow \gamma^1_w(r_0) \in A^1_v$$

Let $F$ be defined for $r \in \text{reach}(v)$ by:

$$F : v, r \mapsto \gamma^m_w(r_0^m)$$

where $v \xrightarrow{w} v \wedge r = \gamma^1_w(r_0^1)$

Let us first show that this definition makes sense. We have to prove that once $v$ and $r$ are fixed, $\gamma^m_w(r_0^m)$ is a constant (with respect to $w$). In other words,

$$v_0 \xrightarrow{w} v \wedge v_0 \xrightarrow{w} v \wedge \gamma^1_w(r_0^1) = \gamma^1_w(r_0^1) \Rightarrow \gamma^m_w(r_0^m) = \gamma^m_w(r_0^m)$$

Let $v_0 \xrightarrow{w} v$ and $v_0 \xrightarrow{w'} v'$ be two paths such that $\gamma^1_w(r_0^1) = \gamma^1_w(r_0^1)$, then:

$$T(I[v, \gamma_w(r_0) \mapsto v_0, r_0]) = T(I'[v, \gamma^1_w(r_0^1) \mapsto v_0, r_0]) = T(I[v, \gamma_w(r_0) \mapsto v_0, r_0])$$

It proves that $\gamma_w(r_0) \xrightarrow{w} \gamma_w(r_0)$ which is equivalent to $\gamma^m_w(r_0^m)$. It is then easy to show that the function $F$ is a morphism from $I^1$ to $I^m$. □

A consequence of this lemma is that the minimization is unique up to isomorphism.

**Lemma 3** Let $E$ be a a free set for $I$, if there is a morphism from $I$ to $I'$ then $E$ is a free set for $I'$.

**Proof:**

This can be shown using (7) and the definition of a free set for $I$. □

**Proof of Property 5:**

The set $[e, \gamma^e_e = Id]$ is a free set of $I^e$. Lemma 2 says that there exists a morphism from $I^e$ to $I^m$. Then Lemma 3 suffices to deduce the property. □

**Proof of Property 7:**

In this proof, we will abuse the notation by using $k$ or $w$ to denote (string of) integers representing instructions as well as their associated (string of) events or annotated events.

We first prove by induction on the length of $w$ that:

$$(P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{w}^A (P', \sigma')$$

$$(\text{Con}(I, P), st(\sigma, r_0)) \xrightarrow{w}^* (\text{Con}(I', P'), st(\sigma', \gamma_w(r_0)))$$

Let us consider $P, \sigma, P'$ and $\sigma'$ such that $(P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{w}^* (P', \sigma')$.

- If $w = e$ then $P = P'$ and $\sigma = \sigma'$ (because all instructions are supposed to generate integers in the original program), and the property holds trivially.

- If $w = w'k$, there exists $P''$ and $\sigma''$ such that $(P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{w''} (P'', \sigma'')$ and $(P'', \sigma'') \xrightarrow{w} (P', \sigma')$. We have $w \in T(G)$ because the abstraction is safe (4). Consequently, there exists two nodes $v''$ and $v'$ such that $v_0 \xrightarrow{w''} v''$ and $v'' \xrightarrow{k} v'$. By definition of the reachability $\gamma_w(r_0) \in \text{reach}(v'')$. Furthermore, we know that $w \in L(A)$ (because $P, \sigma \xrightarrow{w}^A P', \sigma'$) and $w \in T(G)$, thus (by Definition 1) $\gamma_w(r_0) = \gamma_k(\gamma_w(r_0)) \in A_{v'}$. We may then apply the equation 5 and obtain:

$$(\text{Con}(I, P''), st(\sigma'', \gamma_w(r_0))) \xrightarrow{k} (\text{Con}(I, P'), st(\sigma', \gamma_w(r_0)))$$
\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{\varepsilon} (v, r)\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{r} (v', r')\]

\[(v', r') \xrightarrow{e} v''\] \(e \in F\)

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{\gamma_w (r)} (v', r')\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{\gamma_w (r)} (v, r')\]

Transitions over balanced paths of \(F\).

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v', r')\]

\[E : (v', r') \xrightarrow{e} v''\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v, r')\]

\[E : (v', r') \xrightarrow{e} (v', r'')\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v', r'')\]

\[E : (v', r') \xrightarrow{e} (v', r''')\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v', r''')\]

\[E : (v', r'') \xrightarrow{e} (v'', r'')\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v', r'')\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v, r'')\]

Transitions over half-\(F\) balanced paths.

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v', r')\]

\[E : (v', r') \xrightarrow{e} v''\]

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v, r'')\]

\[E : (v', r') \xrightarrow{e} v''\]

\[E : (v', r') \xrightarrow{e} (v', r'')\]

Transitions over ordinary paths of \(F\).

Figure 6: Deciding the freeness in the context-free case.

The induction hypothesis on \(w'\) gives:

\[\text{Con}(I, P), st(\sigma, r_0) \xrightarrow{\varepsilon} \text{Con}(I, P^\gamma), st(\sigma^\gamma, \gamma_w (r_0))\]

and therefore

\[\text{Con}(I, P), st(\sigma, r_0) \xrightarrow{\gamma} \text{Con}(I, P^\gamma), st(\sigma^\gamma, \gamma_w (r_0))\]

which proves the property.

We return to the proof of Property 7. Let \(\sigma_\varepsilon = \text{SOS}^A [P] \sigma\), two cases may occur:

- If \(\sigma_\varepsilon = \bot\), then there exists \(w\) and \(k\) such that \((P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{w} (P^w, \sigma')\) with \(w \in L(A)\) but \(\not \exists k \in L(A)\). Let \(v\) and \(v'\) be such that \(v_0 \xrightarrow{w} v\) and \(v \xrightarrow{\gamma} v'\).

Applying the property we just proved, we obtain:

\[(\text{Con}(I, P), st(\sigma, r_0)) \xrightarrow{\gamma} \text{Con}(I, P^\gamma), st(\sigma^\gamma, \gamma_w (r_0))\]

We also know that \(\gamma_w (r_0) \notin A_v\) because \(w \notin L(A)\) (Definition 1). Thus, equation 5 yields:

\[\text{Con}(I, P^\gamma), st(\sigma^\gamma, \gamma_w (r_0))) \xrightarrow{\gamma} \bot\]

It means \(\text{SOS} \text{[Con}(I, P)] st(\sigma, r_0) = \bot\).

- Similarly, if \(\sigma_\varepsilon \neq \bot\), we have:

\[\text{SOS} \text{[Con}(I, P)] st(\sigma, r_0) = st(\sigma_\varepsilon, \gamma_w (r_0))\]

where \(w\) is such that \((P, \sigma) \xrightarrow{\gamma} \sigma_\varepsilon\).

\[\square\]

**Appendix B**

This appendix describes the system of constraints used for deciding whether a set is free in context-free abstractions.

The goal is to compute the relation \((v, r) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', r')\). It can be done by finding the smallest solution of the system of constraints presented in figure 6.

The first set of rules computes the relation \((v, r) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', r')\) which is defined by:

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', r') \iff \exists w \in F^*, (v, \varepsilon) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', \varepsilon) \land \gamma_w (r) = r'\]

It corresponds to the existence of a path of edges belonging to \(F\), where all calls are matched with returns (and vice versa), that maps \(r\) to \(r'\).

The second set of rules describes transitions over the half-\(F\) balanced paths. The formal definition is:

\[(v, r) \xrightarrow{E} (v', r')\]

\[E : (v', r') \xrightarrow{e} v''\]

\[\exists s', \exists (v, \varepsilon) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', s') \in E^*, \gamma_w (r) = r'\]

\[\land \exists (v', s') \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v'', r') \in F^*, \gamma_w (r') = r''\]

Finally, the third set of rules describes how to compute the relation \((v, r) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v', r')\).

What makes this system work is that if \((v_0, \varepsilon) \xrightarrow{\gamma} (v, s)\) then any postfix \(w'\) of \(w\) can be written as \(w_1 w_2\), with:

- Any call occurring in \(w_1\) has a corresponding return in \(w_1\).

- Any return occurring in \(w_2\) has a corresponding call in \(w_2\).

In our system of constraints, the definition of half \(F\) balanced paths only serves to compute \(w_1\). Then, the third set of rules is used to concatenate \(w_1\) with \(w_2\).